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Delavan Precision Oil Burner Nozzles
Delavan has been designing and manufacturing 
nozzles for the oil heating industry for over 60 years.  
Quality assurance was important to us way back 
then and still is today.  Since those early days, Dela-
van has grown and expanded into other markets 
such as nozzles and accessories for gas turbines, 
agricultural spray nozzles, industrial spraying, and 
automotive industry. 

Delavan is an established leader in designing and 
manufacturing nozzles for special industrial com-
bustion applications, and can provide spray so-
lutions that meet the most demanding customer 
requirements.  We specialize in assisting original 
equipment manufacturers in designing and specify-

  Performance 
development is conducted using a wide array of 
tools such as spray  analysis, particle analysis, 
and laser imaging to assure our nozzles follow oper-
ating parameters for which they are designed. 

Delavan nozzles are built according to precise spray 
controls and to high quality fabrication standards.  

spray angle and spray quality using our proprietary 
“DelaVision” system that combines digital consis-
tency with the precision of the laser to produce the 
highest quality, most reliable and consistent nozzles 
available.

Delavan is a leader in the oil heating industry be-
cause we have developed training materials and con-
ducted programs to educate the oil heating service 
technician. 
most widely distributed in the US and Canada and 
also can be found in many global markets.

Whether you are an engineer designing oil burning 
appliances, a service technician performing annual 
service, or have a unique application, remember 
Delavan for assured quality and call on our knowl-
edge and experience whenever you have a nozzle 
application problem.

Delavan provides engineering spray 
solutions that meet the most demanding 
customer combustion challenges. 
Delavan nozzles are built according to 
precise scientific spray controls and to 
high quality fabrication standards.
Delavan engineers design nozzles and 
injectors following operating parameters 
of mos t applications .
They are able to achieve these results 
through
- spray pattern analysis to measures 
spray distribution
- spray laser imaging to detect size and 
spray slope
- particle analysis to evaluate drop size 
and spray velocity.
Among the hundreds of sizes and 
configurations, Delavan has the right 
nozzle for your combustion application.
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Meet the challenge 
 • World leader in spray technology  • State of the art manufacturing equipment 
 • High technology research, design and quality assurance methods • ISO 9001 Registered   

The world dimension
 • Manufacturing with R and D in the USA.
 • Manufacturing and marketing facility in the UK.
 
 

• Intercontinental distribution network  
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• Unique inside anti plug construction

Precise spray angles and optimal spray 
uniformity through new machining process

Reduced distributor size with shorter 
tangential slots to avoid plugging

Rolled threads to avoid metal chips and burrs

Mesh strainer supplied on 2.25 GPH 

100% Tested  
Every nozzle is tested. Then we go one step further 
and remove the test oil from the nozzle to avoid plugging.
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A VARIETY OF NOZZLES THAT SUITS EVERY APPLICATION
HOLLOW-CONE Type A®-nozzles are mainly used 

through puts up to 2.00 GPH. The droplet distribu-
tion is concentrated on the outside of the cone and 
results in good ignition and low-noise combustion.

SOLID-CONE Type B®-nozzles produce a spray that 
distributes droplets fairly uniformly throughout the 

ro-
-

larly above 8.00 GPH. Provides smooth ignition and 

Type W - nozzles are neither truly hollow nor solid. 
These nozzles frequently can be used in place of either 
solid or hollow cone nozzles between 0.40 and 8.00 GPH,  
regar
rates tend to be more hollow.

-

Type AR-D Nozzles are of a “solid cone” type similar 
to Type B but with a slightly lower concentration of 
the droplets in the center of the cone. They are high 
performance in burners of low up to medium capac-

Type R-D Nozzles have a high concentration of 
droplets in the center of the spray cone. They are 
particularly recommened for burners with a highly 

roplet 
size is slightly coarser than on the Standard Solid 

Type .579 MH Mobile Home Nozzles are low-capaci-
ty nozzles designed for mobile home use. This design 
will minimize the usual plugging problems associ-

angles; interchanges with other SS nozzles.

A
Red Vial

B
Blue Vial

W
Green Vial

AR-D
Light Grey Vial

R-D
Dark Grey Vial

MH
Orange Vial

SS
Powder Blue Vial
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A VARIETY OF NOZZLES THAT SUITS EVERY APPLICATION
A

Black Vial

B
Yellow Vial

Del-O-Flo® nozzles are low-capacity nozzles 
designed to minimize the plugging problems 

interior design of the Del-O-Flo®

contaminants through, limitingbuild-up. These 
nozzles will satisfactorily interchange with other 
hollow and solid cone nozzles. The Del-O-Flo® is 

growing segment of the oil heating 
market as manufacturers work to 

appliances, the present is rife with 
headaches for contractors and 
service personnel. 

the oil tend to be 
more of a problem 

applications,” says 

Delavan Design 
Engineer. 
“Because of the 

rates, 
particulates can easily 
plug a nozzle either reducing or 

or a total shut down of the heating 
system. Some companies have resorted 
to monthly nozzle changes, increased 

an Alternative

the only remedy available for low 
gallonage applications. The Del-O-Flo 
nozzle reduces plugging with patented 
technology that forces particulates and 
other contaminants through and out 
the nozzle. “The Del-O-Flo contains 

particles that cause the problems in 

Stembridge. “The patented Del-
O-Flo design keeps these particles 
in suspension and forces them out 
without plugging.”

It’s All in the Design

metered prior to exiting. The slots are 

motion where particles are kept in 
suspension. The nozzle contains short 
slot openings that are perpendicular 

turbulence, which keeps particulates 
from collecting, settling, or clogging 
the nozzle,” says Stembridge. 

The Del-O-Flo Passes the Test
In a test by Delavan engineers, both a 
standard hollow cone nozzle and an 
identical Del-O-Flo hollow cone nozzle 
were run continuously for 23 hours in 
a double adapter using the same oil 
supply. Clean oil was contaminated 
with a controlled amount of iron 

40 microns so the contaminants 

the end of the test, the nozzles were 
disassembled. The photographs 
below demonstrate the dramatic 

the standard nozzle was substantial 
while the Del-O-Flo nozzle remained 
contaminant-free and clean burning.
 

Under identical test situations the standard 
nozzle produced contamination build up which 
causes plugging, while the Del-O-Flo remained 
contaminant-free.

Delavan Uses Technology to Dramatically Reduce 
Plugging in Low Flow Applications

STANDARD 
HOLLOW CONE

DELAVAN
DEL-O-FLO®
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TEK TALK

SMART VALVE
DESIGN REDUCES

COMBUSTION
POLLUTION FOR 

CLEANER HEATING

Without Prot ek® With Prot ek®

Operating Pressures
Minimum Operating Pressures

Valve Supply Pump Valve Open Valve Close
Part # PSI (BAR) PSI (BAR) PSI (BAR)
60030-001 135.0 (9,3) 125.0 (8,6) 65.0 (4,5)
60030-002 100.0 (7,0) 60.0 (4,1) 45.0 (3,1)
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Oil Burner Nozzles For Residential Applications
AVAILABLE NOZZLE SIZES

Delavan Precision Oil Burner Nozzles
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*The original B Nozzle
WARNING:

-
ment manufacturer before modifying the combustion unit.

NOZZLE DIMENSIONS

ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS

WHEN ORDERING OIL BURNER NOZZLES, be sure to 
specify the following:
(1) Quantity 
(2) Capacity rating in gallons per hour (gph) 
(3) Spray angle

Hollow cone--Type A, Del-O-Flo Type A
Solid cone--Type B, Del-O-Flo Type B, Type W 
(5) Filter or strainer--See selection chart on page 7 for 

nozzle. Optional mesh sizes may be substituted when 
ordering nozzles. Order by part number and description.

WHEN ORDERING ACCESSORIES, be sure to specify part 
number and brief description. 

Delavan Spray, LLC. 
4334 Main Highway, Bamberg, SC 29003-8456 

on information to include when ordering. Contact your 
Delavan representative or the factory for the current price 

your application. 

Nozzle Interchange Chart
Spray Angles 30º through 90º

HAGO DELAVAN
H A

SS (up to 2.0) SS
SS (over 2.0) A or W

ES/P B*
B B*

MONARCH DELAVAN
NS/PL A

R/AR (up to 2.0) R-D/AR-D
R/AR (over 2.0) A/A or W

PLP B*

DANFOSS DELAVAN
AS W or B
AH A

4334 Main Highway, Bamberg, SC 29003-8456
www.delavan.com

1-800-982-6943

NOZZLE INTERCHANGE
Replacing a nozzle of one make with another sometimes 
presents problems. This is partly due to unique design 

y.

angles are directly interchangeable. However, there 
are other cases where nozzles that would seem to be 
equivalent really are not. When this happens it is best 
to ask the burner manufacturer for a recommendation. 

ror: (1) Trying 

or narrower angles and (3) more solid or more hollow 

NOZZLE RATINGS AND TESTING

conditions include: fuel gravity within a total spread of 
1-1/20 API . . . viscosity within ± .04 centistoke (.03 SSU) . 
. . pressure at 100 psi . . . fuel temperatur F
. an air-conditioned test area maintained at a temperature 
spread of 40F or less . . . and regularly calibrated pressure 
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SINTERED FILTERS & STRAINERS

NOZZLE ADAPTERS

DISPLAY STORAGE RACKS

Line Filter   

  

economical way to maintain clear lines.

1 ⅜”

15⁄16”

2”

28738             28737          28736
NOTE: Nozzle adapters are available in stainless steel. Contact customer service or your sales representative 
for more information. 

Thd Size Part Number
Long 1/8”

1/4”
28738-001
28738-003

Standard 1/8”
1/4”

28737-001
28737-003

Short 1/8”
1/4”

28736-001
28736-003

Male 3/8” 28741-001
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nozzle boxes
Delavan nozzle boxes handle all brands of nozzle vials. Our 110-nozzle
and 55-nozzle boxes are made up of heavy-gauge steel with rugged
hinges and snap-latch construction... in baked-on jet black
enamel.

#26846-4 -- 110 Nozzle Box -- (5” x 3 5/8” x 11 15/16”)

#26846-5 -- 55 Nozzle Box --
(5” x 1 3/4” x 11 15/16”)

Visit our website at
www.delavan.com

for more details about
our products and

services.
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28737-001
28737-003
28741-001

28737-002
28737-004
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For Industrial and Special Combustion Applications

VARIFLO® - RETURN FLOW NOZZLES

    pressure

SNA-SIPHON® TYPE AIR ATOMIZING
NOZZLES

    oils

    particle size at low air pressures
• Clog free operation of low volume due to large inside

AIRO® - AIR ATOMIZING NOZZLES
For good atomization of both light and heavy oils at 
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-001
-002

-003
-004

-005
-006
-007

-008
-009
-010

-011
-012
-013

-014
-015
-016
-017

-018
-019
-020
-021

-022
-023
-024
-025

-026
-027
-028
-029

-030
-031
-032
-033

-034
-035
-036
-037

-038
-039
-040
-041
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-042
-043
-044
-045

-046
-047
-048
-049

-038
-039
-040
-041

-050
-051
-052
-053

-054
-055
-056
-057

-058
-059
-060
-061

-062
-063
-064
-065

-066
-067
-068
-069

-070
-071
-072
-073

-074
-075
-076
-077

-078
-079
-080

-081
-082
-083

-084
-085
-086

-087
-088
-089

-090
-091
-092

-093
-094
-095

-096
-097
-098

-099
-100
-101

-102
-103

-104
-105

-106
-107
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Nozzle Body 
Size

Dimensions (Inches) Adapter P/N Adapter Threads Npt Seal P/N

Overall
 Length

Adapter
Hex

Seal Surface to 
Nozzle Face

(Includes Seal)
Return 
Port

Supply 
Inlet

(Teflon)

5/8” Hex 2.72 0.75 0.528 17147 Brass 1/8 1/4 247

13/16” Hex 2.81 0.813 0.620 30298 Brass 1/8 1/4 337

1-1/4” Hex 3.67 1.25 0.800 31437 Mild Steel 1/4 3/8 1733

@150 PSI Inlet 
pressure 

Using #2 fuel oil

@300 PSI Inlet 
pressure 

Using #2 fuel oil
Rated Flow

@300 PSI using #5 Fuel 
Oil preheated to 100 SSU

Standard Spray Angle at Maximum Flows
(widens slightly at lower flows)

60˚ 70˚ 80˚ 90˚

Recommended 300 
PSI Next Column

80 Approx same as for #2 fuel oil -1 -2 -3 -4

90 -5 -6 -7 -8

100 -9 -10- -11 -12

125 -13 -14 -15 -16

150 -17 -18 -19 -20

165 -21

Max Capacity in GPH
Standard Spray Angle at Maximum Flows

(widens slightly at lower flows)

@150 PSI Inlet 
pressure 

Using #2 fuel oil

@300 PSI Inlet 
pressure 

Using #2 fuel oil
Rated Flow

@300 PSI using #5 Fuel 
Oil preheated to 100 SSU 30˚ 45˚ 60˚ 70˚ 80˚ 90˚

14.2 20 Approx same as for #2 fuel 
oil

-1 -2 -3 -4 -5 -6

17.7 25 -7 -8 -9 -10 -11 -12

21.2 30 -13 -14 -15 -16 -17 -18

Recommended 300 
PSI Next Column

35 -19 -20 -21 -22 -23

37.5 -51 -52 -53 -54 -55

40 -24 -25 -26 -27 -28

45 -29 -30 -31 -32 -33

50 -34 -35 -36 -37 -38

55 -56 -57 -58 -59

60 -39 -40 -41 -42

65 -60 -61 -62 -63

70 -43 -44 -45 -46

80 -47 -48 -49 -50

Dimensions and Adapter Information

P/N 30630 Standard brass body with stainless steel metering set, 4 to 1 turndown ratio.
P/N 30631 Brass body with hardened stainless steel metering set, 4 to 1 turndown ratio.

P/N 30637 Standard stainless steel, 4 to 1 turndown ratio.
P/N 30649 All stainless steel with threaded scerw pin,, 4 to 1 turndown ratio.
P/N 30689 All stainless steel with hardened metering set, 4 to 1 turndown ratio.

Contact customer service or your sales representative for more information.
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ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS: WHEN ORDERING SIPHON TYPE SNA NOZZLES, be sure to include both part 
number and description. Specify P/N 30609 – (see nozzle capacity chart for dash number corresponding to 
flow desired). Order adapter separately (specify P/N 17147). Note: Siphon nozzles available in stainless steel. 
Contact customer service or your sales representative for more information

Part Nozzle
No.

3 PSIG Air
Fuel (GPH) Air (CFM)

4 PSIG Air
Fuel (GPH) Air (CFM)

5 PSIG Air
Fuel (GPH) Air (CFM)

Lift
Height
(Inches)

30609-002

30610-001
SNA .20

         .19             .36
         .16             .36
         .14             .36

         .23             .45
         .20             .45
         .17             .45

         .25             .49
         .22             .49
         .20             .49

1
4
7

30609-003

30610-002
SNA .30

         .29             .41
         .26             .41
         .23             .41

         .33             .49
         .30             .49
         .27             .49

         .36             .55
         .33             .55
         .30             .55

1
4
7

30609-004

30610-003
SNA .40

         .38             .45
         .34             .45
         .30             .45

         .44             .54
         .40             .54
         .36             .54

         .49             .61
         .45             .61
         .41             .61

1
4
7

30609-005

30610-004
SNA .50

         .48             .50
         .43             .50
         .38             .50

         .54             .59
         .50             .59
         .46             .59

         .58             .65
         .53             .65
         .48             .65

1
4
7

30609-007

30610-005
SNA .65

         .63             .59
         .57             .59
         .51             .59

         .72             .67
         .65             .67
         .58             .67

         .78             .76
         .72             .76
         .66             .76

1
4
7

30609-008

30610-006
SNA .75

         .75             .63
         .65             .63
         .59             .63

         .83             .74
         .75             .74
         .67             .74

         .93             .87
         .84             .87
         .75             .87

1
4
7

30609-009

30610-007
SNA .85

         .87             .71
         .75             .71
         .66             .71

         .93             .80
         .85             .80
         .77             .80

       1.04             .93
         .95             .93
         .86             .93

1
4
7

30609-011

30610-008
SNA 1.00

         .96             .73
         .84             .73
         .72             .73

       1.10             .91
       1.00             .91
         .90             .91

       1.15           1.02
       1.06           1.02
         .97           1.02

1
4
7

Siphon Nozzle Capacity Chart

*  30609 - Brass            30610 - SST
    adapter for Brass: 17147     Adapter for Stainless Steal: 29713-002
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Part Number Material

7/8 23034-001
23034-002

337

Brass
Staineless steel

Seal

1 1/4 30678-001
30678-002
30678-003

9113

Mild steel
Stainless steel

Inconel
Seal

ADAPTERS AND SEALS
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30616-001

30616-001
with
30678-000
Adapter

30615-000
with
23034-002
Adapter

30615-000
with
23034-001
Adapter

30616-004
30616-005

30616-020
30616-021

30616-024
30616-025
30616-027

30616-008
30616-009
30616-011
30616-012

30616-014
30616-015
30616-017
30616-019

30616-034
30616-035
30616-036
30616-039

30616-029
30616-030
30616-032
30616-033
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ISO 9001 and 14001 REGISTERED

DELAVAN PRODUCTS WARRANTY

 4334 Main Highway, Bamberg, SC 29003-8456 U.S.A.
PHONE: (803) 245-4347 • FAX: (803) 245-4146

1.800.982.6943
www.delavan.com

email: sales@delavan.com 
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